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When the final patch test reading is barely discernable, it is termed a doubtful, macular erythema, “?+,” or “+/−” reaction
(hereby referred to as doubtful reaction). Information is conflicting about how to interpret doubtful reactions. Many guidelines
do not comment on how to approach doubtful reactions; others state that further evaluation can (not should) be performed.
In clinical reports, some investigators regard them as positive allergic reactions; some, as positive under certain circumstances; and many, as negative. Indeed, 16 (84%) of 19 recent reports of patch test reactions to standard/baseline series
considered doubtful reactions negative for purposes of the report and did not include the number of these reactions. The
problem is that these reactions are common and are not infrequently relevant. We recommend that researchers include frequency of doubtful reactions in reports and that doubtful reactions be assessed with the same scrutiny as stronger allergic
reactions in the clinical setting.

oubtful (also termed macular erythema, “?+,” or “+/−”) reactions are difficult reactions to assess. They represent a recognizable elephant in the room of patch testing because, although
they are common, they are rarely mentioned or discussed in studies.
We aimed to review the literature to understand how frequent
doubtful patch test reactions are noted and how doubtful reactions
are interpreted in both the clinical and the academic settings. Using
PubMed, we performed a literature search to assess the published
guidelines and epidemiologic reports of patch test reactions. Despite
that some guidelines advocate the clinical relevance of doubtful
patch test reactions, most studies ignore or do not report these reactions. There is evidence to suggest that doubtful reactions should be
viewed in the clinical setting with the same analysis for relevance as
stronger reactions.1–3
Patch testing is the criterion standard for the determination of
which allergen may be causing allergic contact dermatitis. In general,
patches that contain a set of allergens are placed on day 1 of testing
and are removed on day 3. Generally, on day 3 and days 5 to 8 of
testing, the area is evaluated for reactions, and readings of the final
reactions are graded. (These days are classified as days 0, 2, and 4 by
the International Contact Dermatitis Research Group [ICDRG].)
According to the ICDRG, the reaction is then categorized as negative
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(−); irritant (IR); doubtful (by other groups, these are called macular
erythema, “?+,” or “+/−” reaction); weak, containing nonvesicular
erythema with infiltration or papules (referred to as + or 1+); strong,
containing vesicles or edema (referred to as ++ or 2+); or extreme,
with bullous, ulcerative, or spreading outside the areas of contact
(referred to as +++ or 3+).4 It is universally accepted that the 1+,
2+, and 3+ reactions may be consistent with allergic-type reactions,
but discord continues about the evaluation of doubtful reactions.5–7
Different patch test groups use various terms for slightly detectable patch test reactions: doubtful macular erythema, “?+,” or “+/−”
reactions. In this article, we use the term doubtful for patch test reactions interpreted as macular erythema, “?+,” or “+/−” reactions
or doubtful patch test reactions. There is little in the literature that
describes the doubtful patch test reaction. In the present study, we
reviewed the literature about doubtful reactions, including guidelines for their interpretations, how they are viewed in epidemiologic
studies, and how studies report the relevance and clinical management of these reactions.

METHODS
Patch Test Interpretation Guidelines
With use of PubMed (National Library of Medicine), a literature
search was performed to identify published guidelines from national
and multinational dermatologic and contact dermatitis societies with
regard to the suggested interpretation of patch test reactions. We included articles written in the English language and published through
December 2018. Search terms were combinations of “patch test,”
“allergic contact dermatitis,” “guidelines,” “doubtful,” “questionable,”
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“interpretation,” “baseline series,” and “standard series.” The abstracts and the full-text articles were reviewed to assess for eligibility.

Epidemiologic Factors and Interpretation of Patch
Test Reactions
With use of PubMed (National Library of Medicine), a literature
search was performed to identify epidemiologic studies of patch test
reactions to a standard allergen series performed by group practices
and studies of the interpretation of patch test reactions. The studies
were written in the English language and published from the time of
our group's previous report,5 March 2005 to December 2018. Abstracts and full-text articles were reviewed to assess for eligibility.
The studies were included if their methods section explicitly stated
or referred to another article that plainly defined the reaction types
that constituted a positive reaction. For groups with more than 1 report, only the most recent study was reviewed.

Statistical Analysis
A 2-sided t test was performed, with a statistical significance level
at P < 0.05, in the comparison of the rate of positive reactions
among the studies with doubtful reactions categorically considered negative and the studies with doubtful reactions considered
positive if relevant.

RESULTS
Patch Test Interpretation Guidelines
Practice guidelines for patch testing are followed by most providers
performing patch testing. An online survey was reported of 169 providers who performed patch tests and who represented 47 countries,
including allergists and dermatologists.8 Among the respondents who
routinely performed patch tests, 99 (83%) of 119 stated that they used
clinical guidelines in practice.
The most commonly referenced guideline was the American Academy of Allergy, Asthma & Immunology/American College of Allergy, Asthma & Immunology (AAAAI/ACAAI) 2006 report (32%),6
followed in frequency by the European Network on Drug Allergy/
European Academy of Allergy and Clinical Immunology Drug Allergy
Interest Group9 (24%) and the ICDRG 1970 criteria for patch test
reading (18%).4 Marked variability was observed in the guidelines
referenced by the geographic location of the survey respondent.
The oldest study referenced in that study8 was from the ICDRG
in 1970, which established the system of patch test readings (ie, of −,
IR, ?+, +, ++, and +++).4
In Table 1, we summarize the guidelines regarding doubtful (?+)
patch test reactions identified in the literature search. In summary,
some guidelines recommend that doubtful reactions should not be
categorically negative but rather may warrant further evaluation by
the patch test provider. Regarding doubtful reactions, the German
Dermatologic Society11 suggests that further workup can be performed, whereas the European Society of Contact Dermatitis13
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advises that “further investigations may have to be performed.”
The AAAAI/ACAAI6 specifically advise consideration of repeated
open application test (ROAT). By comparison, the American Academy of Dermatology10 guidelines and the British Association of
Dermatology14 continue to be mute on the subject of further workup
of these reactions.
Of note, the group statement of the North American Contact
Dermatitis Group (NACDG) in their most recent report12 recommends taking the patient's entire reaction profile to help ascertain
the significance of doubtful reactions. The example given by the
NACDG is a doubtful reaction to a formaldehyde-releasing agent
in the setting of stronger allergic reactions (or lack thereof ) to other
formaldehyde-releasing agents.15

Studies Reporting the Results of Patch Testing
The present review identified 19 studies published from March 2005
to December 2018 that reported reactions to a baseline or standard
series. All the studies included were 1-time reports and did not include the results of long-term follow-up. Of these studies, 16 (84%)
categorized doubtful reactions as negative, regardless of relevance.16–31
The geographic breakdown of these studies is as follows: Asia
(n = 8 [53%]), Australia (n = 1 [7%]), Europe (n = 5 [33%]), North
America (n = 1 [7%]), and South America (n = 1 [7%]). Three studies (16%) considered doubtful reactions to be positive (allergic) if
the reactions were determined to be relevant.15,32,33 The geographic
breakdown of these 3 studies is as follows: Africa (n = 1 [33%]) and
North America (n = 2 [67%]).
In the studies with doubtful reactions categorized as negative, the
percentage of patients with at least 1 positive patch test reaction ranged
from 19.3% to 85.6% (mean, 55.9%; median, 55.4%). In studies with
doubtful reactions categorized as positive if they were determined to
be relevant, the percentage of patients with at least 1 positive patch
test reaction ranged from 52.7% to 66.6% (mean, 61.8%; median,
66.0%). No significant difference was seen in the reaction rates between the 2 groups (P = 0.67).

Questions About Doubtful Reactions
How Common Are Doubtful Patch Test Reactions?
Because doubtful (very mild/doubtful/macular erythema/?+/+/−)
reactions are interpreted as negative in most reports, little information is available about how common they are. Mayo Clinic reported its experience with patch testing to a standard series and
concluded that doubtful (macular erythema) reactions are common
and may be of clinical relevance5: 42.4% of patch test reactions were
graded as doubtful.
Could Doubtful Patch Test Reactions Be Relevant?
In the same report from Mayo Clinic,5 grading physicians believed that 78.8% of reactions categorized as doubtful were at least
of possible relevance. In 2008, Devos et al1 found that 25.0% of
doubtful reactions to fragrance mix were relevant. Among the patients who had repeated patch tests, 43.5% had a positive reaction
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TABLE 1. Patch Test Guidelines for Doubtful Reactions
Patch Test Group

Year

Recommendation

American Academy of Dermatology

1995

German Dermatologic Society

2008

ICDRG

2009

European Society of Contact Dermatitis

2015

AAAAI/ACAAI

2015

British Association of Dermatology

2017

NACDG*

2018

“? (+ or −) reaction = weak erythema only… doubtful
existence of contact allergy.” No further mention of
how to categorize this reaction or specific follow-up testing.
“If test results are doubtful the test can be repeated,
however not before complete resolution of all reactions
of the first test. Based on clinical experience, an interval
of about 2 months should be sought.”
“Doubtful reactions may be clinically relevant according to
undeniable clinical criteria or follow-up testing. It could
be worthwhile to ascertain whether doubtful (?) or
weak (+) patch test reactions yield a significantly different
relevance score than stronger and presumably more reliable
positive patch test reactions.”
“A patch test reaction scored as doubtful means that the
morphology is not clear-cut ‘irritant’ or ‘allergic.’ This implies
that further investigations may have to be performed.
The patch test concentration used may be too low… may
also be attributable to cross-reactivity to another
substance… may also be marginally irritant…Repeat patch
testing or serial dilution patch testing may be helpful in
clarifying the nature of the reaction.”
“Doubtful (?+) or weakly positive (1+) questionable or
irreproducible reactions on PT can be easily misinterpreted…
Use the repeated open application test (ROAT) to further
evaluate a patient suspected of ACD who exhibits doubtful
or negative PT responses, to confirm that the patient is
reacting to that particular product or to determine clinical
tolerability to new cosmetic products.”
Doubtful reaction categorized by erythema only, no infiltration.
No further recommendation as to relevance.
“A final determination of ‘allergic/positive’ or ‘not allergic’ was
determined by each investigator based on the temporal
pattern (crescendo/decrescendo), patch test appearance,
and known characteristics of that allergen. For example, a
weak/doubtful (macular erythema) reaction to a
formaldehyde-releasing agent could be determined to be
an allergic/positive reaction in the setting of multiple or
stronger reactions to related formaldehyde-releasing allergens.”

Citation
Drake et al10

Leitlinien der Deutschen
Dermatologischen11

Lachapelle et al12

Johansen et al13

Fonacier et al6

Johnston et al14
DeKoven et al15

*This statement was derived from the group statement of the most recent NACDG report rather than published guidelines.
ACD indicates allergic contact dermatitis; PT, patch test.

and 54.5% also had a positive reaction to an individual ingredient of
the mix.1 In 2010, Hervella-Garcés et al2 found that relevance of
doubtful reactions was 47.1% and relevance of weak reactions
was actually less, at 44.3%. Relevance of late (day 7) doubtful reactions has been reported to be even higher (79%) on mailed
follow-up surveys.3

How Subjective Are Doubtful Patch Test Reactions?
Uter et al34 reported that when providers were shown a patch test
image without and then with allergen information, 17 (13%) of
122 participants reclassified a correctly identified doubtful reaction

to thiuram, considered a “straightforward allergen,” to + or ++ despite
the obvious absence of infiltration.

DISCUSSION
In the present study, we reviewed the guidelines of multiple patch
test groups, which are also those followed by most health care providers who perform patch tests. We found that some of the guidelines
consider doubtful reactions as possible positive reactions, which may
be relevant. Despite this, most studies (16/19 [84%]) describing the
results of patch testing do not report doubtful reactions at all. Despite
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a small sample size among the groups that include doubtful reactions as positive if deemed relevant, no significant increase was apparent in the reaction rates reported in these studies.
Interpretation of patch test reactions for patients who have reactions to unusual allergens can be challenging. For allergens such as
those in an institution's supplemental series or a patient's home product, there is often a paucity of reports of the types and relevance of reactions, let alone enough data to adequately assess doubtful reactions.
Doubtful reactions have often been reported of patients taking
immunomodulatory treatments, and it has been suggested that these
should be assessed for relevance.35 There is an increasing number of
reports of patch testing in a growing population of patients receiving
immunomodulatory medications for such conditions as inflammatory bowel disease, psoriasis, and rheumatoid arthritis, for which
discontinuation would be unrealistic. Early research has focused
on proving that positive patch test reactions, including strong reactions, are possible for these patients.36–38 In a study reporting all
skin reactions to allergens of a standard series for 8 patients taking
methotrexate or mycophenolate, 4 patients (50%) had at least 1 allergic reaction, and of the 24 total reactions, 11 (46%) were doubtful
(macular erythema) reactions.38 Until prospective studies are done
with patients undergoing patch testing before and after initiation
of various immunomodulatory therapies, providers will not know
the true effects on the profile of patch test results. Consequently,
some authors have suggested “overreading” doubtful and IR reactions to lower the threshold of a positive response, knowing that a
patient is less likely to mount a strong immune response while taking these medications.35

What Can Be Done to Address the Debate of Doubtful
Patch Test Reactions in Academic and Everyday
Clinical Settings?
Certainly, the recommendation of the NACDG of considering the
patient's entire reaction profile can be helpful in ascertaining the importance of doubtful reactions. The example given by the NACDG is that
of a doubtful reaction to a formaldehyde-releasing agent in the setting
of stronger allergic reactions (or lack thereof ) to other formaldehydereleasing agents, and this example is highly applicable.15
Some authors suggest repeating patch testing for those allergens
with doubtful reactions to reassess the reaction. Factors to consider
include the observation that the stronger the patch test reaction, the
more likely it is that the test is indicative of true allergic sensitization.
Both relevance1 and persistence39 have been shown to increase with
the strength of the patch test reaction. Other factors to be considered
are that the nonreproducibility of positive patch tests decreases with
the increased strength of reaction, and there is considerable rightleft variation in simultaneous use tests.40
It has been postulated that the reaction index (RI)41 and the positivity ratio (PR)42 may be helpful as tools that can help patch test
providers understand the reaction profile of a given allergen. The
formula for RI is positive reactions (+, ++, and +++ reactions) minus IR and +? reactions (doubtful reactions) divided by the totality

39

of all of the included reactions (+, ++, +++, IR, and +? reactions)41;
the formula for the PR is the amount of + reactions divided by the
total of +, ++, and +++ reactions for a given allergen.42 These formulas
can provide valuable information about so-called problem allergens—
those with many doubtful and IR reactions (RI < 0) and with a high
percentage of positive reactions being weak (PR > 80%) (Table 2). In
a retrospective review of the patch tests of 7635 patients to the
TRUE test in Odense University Hospital for 15 years, Andersen
and Andersen44 found lower RIs41 and lower PRs42 compared with
the original, previously cited reports by the Information Network of
Departments of Dermatology. Andersen and Andersen44 suggested
that the differences highlight the subjectivity of RI and PR, such as
(a) minor, unreported differences between the interpretation of
doubtful and IR and the differences between doubtful and weak reactions among patch test groups; (b) differences in interpretation
among providers; and (c) differences in allergen formulation. Although calculations of RI and PR come with this subjectivity,44,45
it is advocated that they can still allow patch test providers to better
interpret borderline reactions in the clinical setting.46
When a doubtful reaction is considered for possible relevance,
follow-up testing can help clarify the clinical interpretation of the reaction. In ROAT, where substances are applied to an anatomic site
daily at a lower, although cumulatively similar, dose than for traditional patch testing,47,48 a positive reaction usually occurs between
6 and 7 days and is more likely to be relevant to the patient in everyday life. Repeated open application test currently is recommended
in multiple patch testing guidelines for the follow-up of a doubtful
test.11–13 Nonetheless, even a ROAT does not always correlate with
positive patch test reactions (≥1+)49,50 and lacks a standardized method
for the clinical setting. In a recent survey of 67 patch test providers,
80% reported administering at least 1 or 2 patch tests per week, but
only 40% reported administering 1 or 2 ROATs per week, with
many (44.6%) administering only 1 or 2 ROATs per month.51
Simultaneous sodium lauryl sulfate testing also has been shown
to aid in the interpretation of doubtful reactions because it provides

TABLE 2. Selected Problem Allergens—Those With
Reaction Index <0 and Positivity Ratio >80%
Benzalkonium chloride
Benzylhemiformal
Methylene-bis(methyloxazolidine)
Glutaraldehyde
Iodopropynyl butylcarbamate
Amerchol L-101
Cocamidopropyl betaine
Octyl gallate
Sorbitan sesquioleate
Triethanolamine
Benzoyl peroxide
Chlorhexidine digluconate
Phenylmercuric acetate
Povidone iodine
1,3-Diphenylguanidine
Modified and reprinted with permission from Geier et al.43
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insight into the baseline irritability of a patient's skin at the time of
testing,52,53 but it can cause an uncomfortable IR reaction.52,54 Other
reported and possibly up-and-coming technologies for assessment
of allergic doubtful reactions include optical coherence tomography,55 confocal laser scanning microscopy,56 and dermoscopy.57

CONCLUSIONS
There are few data that examine the significance and relevance of
doubtful patch test reactions. Some evidence has shown that these
reactions may be common and may be of relevance to a patient's
presenting problem.1–3,5,32 Although some guidelines suggest that
these reactions should be evaluated further, reports of the results
of patch testing often discount these reactions and systematically
document them as negative. In epidemiologic reports and allergen
profiles, we suggest that it is important to report the frequency of
this reaction to adequately understand an allergen's reaction profile.
Follow-up reports and comprehensive reviews can then ascertain advanced statistics, such as RI and PRs, which may prove valuable for
patients taking immunomodulatory medications, as well as the “dubious” doubtful reactions. In the clinical context, we recommend
that doubtful reactions be viewed with the same scrutiny as stronger
allergic reactions because they may ultimately prove relevant in the
location and timing of a patient's allergic contact dermatitis.
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